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OF 'SPRING' INSPIRED DESIGN COLOURS AND
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As it happens every single year, most of us are excited to see the coming of
spring with its warmer weather and brighter, warm colours of nature blooming.
So, when spring blooms upon us, what comes to mind first in interior design is
nature or natural textures and materials, bold and tranquil finishes, and an
overall freshness in the layering of natural textures.

So, as May rolls around, we wanted to touch on the 5 ways to design a
bathroom in order to add some ‘spring’ themed design elements into this space!

SIDLER TALL MIRRORED CABINET

To help us start this journey, SIDLER is honoured to have Jamie Banfield from
Jamie Banfield Design. Jamie Banfield is the Founder and Principal Interior
Designer of this award-winning interior design firm to provide his expertise and
insight into 5 design tips to add touches of spring into your bathroom.

All photos of Jamie Banfield Design projects credited to Janis Nicolay
Photography.

https://www.sidler-international.com/collections/tall-mirrored-medicine-cabinet/
https://www.jamiebanfield.ca/
https://janisnicolay.com/


JAMIE BANFIELD , OWNER AND PRINCIPAL DESIGNER FROM JAMIE BANFIELD DESIGN

Let’s get started with a look into 5 spring season inspired design tips!

5 ‘SPRING’ INSPIRED BATHROOM DESIGN TIPS!!

ORGANIC MATERIALS

A growing trend over the last few years and still gaining traction is adding an
organic, moody feature or texture. Depending on the design theme whether, it
be either a more casual or a sophisticated space, “the bath should be the
destination where one finds balance,” said Seth Fritz, Industrial Designer.

Natural and organic are some of the things that comes to mind when we think
of spring. So, adding organic textures such as concrete finishes, plasters and
terrazzo’s are very fitting when mixing or combining natural texture in your
bathroom design. You can also add finishes such as, fixtures and fittings from
manufactures in organic dark, aged and moody texture, which brings both depth
and nuance for a sense of beautiful complexity.

https://www.jamiebanfield.ca/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/sethfritz


IONA DRIVE PROJECT - BY JAMIE BANFIELD DESIGN

As a pro-tip, we suggest mixing these spring touches with subtle tones and tints
of a neutral darker colour as this will make a space feel cohesive and ensure
the space will last the test of time and stay current. For example, a very dark
hue such as black has been a bathroom trend, which can be seen specifically in
stand-out fixtures or in matte black bathtubs. And adding black wall coverings
or wrapping dramatic finishes on the ceiling or adding dramatic flooring for a
striking contrast will imprint a large stamp in paving the way for the beginnings
of creating a ‘moody’ design theme with these organic spring design touches.

https://www.jamiebanfield.ca/portfolio


NOOTKA DRIVE PROJECT - BY JAMIE BANFIELD
DESIGN

We will also see these elements of design start to bloom over the next few
years and make a key stamp on interior design with other added touches such
as, metals tiles, hand hammered metals, and leather accessories inferred from
Victorian touches to finish off that tailored bathroom suite.

TRANQUIL COLOURS

We are all lovers of the three “R’s” that represent “rest, relaxation, and
rejuvenation”. And springtime is when we start to think more of these three
“R’s” as the daylight hours start to get longer, and nature starts to “spring” into
action with greenery and warmer temperatures blooming upon us.

https://www.jamiebanfield.ca/portfolio


240TH AVENUE PROJECT - BY JAMIE BANFIELD DESIGN

Layering both natural textures and man-made finishes is a key element in both
modern and spring season inspired design. Durable materials craft the perfect
fit to create this relaxing and rejuvenating space while not compromising on
style. So, when we think of bold colours such as blue or purple, we might not
think these are colour themes of timeless tranquil bathroom spaces

Muted colours, mixed with natural textures are key to creating a tranquil light
and airy space for that touch of spring! And purple is one of these colours that
can be added throughout a bathroom space where you will see layered tones
and tints of purple in the vanity, vanity feature wall tile, countertop material and
the feature tile throughout the shower and water closet that mimics a unique
and exotic natural stone.

https://www.jamiebanfield.ca/portfolio


MARVEL STREET PROJECT - BY JAMIE BANFIELD DESIGN

A pro-tip when selecting materials and finishes is to note how the textures and
materials will play off each other such as, in the polished mirror finish, the glass
around your seamless shower or the whole porcelain of your toilet and
undermount sink. Also, adding design elements with more matte, honed and
three-dimensional textures will girdle an eye-catching contrast between these
polished items.

Another tip is layering man-made materials such as, large format porcelain tile
flooring and shower surround ensures an easy to clean and maintained space.
Clean and crisp reflects certain things we associate with the spring season such
as doing our “spring cleaning” or the fresh “smell of spring”.

LAYERING TEXTURES

Powder rooms are typically spaces compromised by space. Small spaces can
be dramatic by adding statement pieces that showcase your taste and
personality. And a little touch of ‘spring’ design can be added to these smaller
bathroom spaces to make it pop!

https://www.jamiebanfield.ca/portfolio


IONA DRIVE PROJECT - BY JAMIE BANFIELD DESIGN

For example, picture a floating vanity mixed with a natural vibrant stone and
walnut wood countertops with a seamless transition creating the perfect space
for some decor items. These items can range from rolled up towels, mixing
metals, natural stone, wood grain, wallpaper which when married together
makes for an “eye-candy” bathroom space. Your eyes will never stop roving
around and indulging in all of these meshed and layered design details.

https://www.jamiebanfield.ca/portfolio


MARVEL STREET PROJECT - BY JAMIE BANFIELD DESIGN

You can also add a dark matte paint to the ceiling with an elongated mirror
stretching from the floor to the ceiling to pull our eye from floor to ceiling
creating the illusion of a larger breadth of space in a smaller bathroom. This can
also be added to a larger bathroom for a breathtaking boost of drama

Other design touches are adding a vibrant stone slab, large format and moving
wallpaper, dramatic ceiling colour and bold veining from the walnut vanity. All of
these design elements not only add a touch of timelessness and a ‘spring’ to
your bathroom design, but also adds warmth, an organic visual movement and
elegance to any space. So, don’t be afraid to mix textures, finishes and colours.

https://www.jamiebanfield.ca/portfolio


SHERWOOD LANE PROJECT - BY JAMIE BANFIELD
DESIGN

INTEGRATED STORAGE

No matter what season it is, storage is always key for home and particularly in
bathroom design. And storage is central to any size home and bathroom. So,
with the coming of the spring season and in lieu of doing the annual spring
cleaning; access to functional storage in our home to tuck away our winter
themed items is a standout feature. And for a spring themed bathroom design,
this key design element applies where adding functional storage to your
bathroom space will also be an integral, timeless feature.

https://www.thesycamorecollective.com/about


SIDLER DIAMANDO LED MIRRORED CABINET COLLECTION

Easy access and functional storage are crucial in bathroom design for our
toothbrushes, make-up, or any of our day-to-day toiletries. And one multi-
functional storage solution is the integration of mirrored cabinets with LED
lighting to brighten any bathroom design. Or adding a cabinet vanity with open
storage below in the form of exposed shelving for candles or spring touches
such as, some small plants or aromatic spring colour decorative soaps or other
decor.

https://www.sidler-international.com/collections/diamando-led-mirrored-medicine-cabinet/


IONA DRIVE PROJECT - BY JAMIE BANFIELD DESIGN

And what is wonderful in interior design is homeowners are starting to see the
huge value of incorporating more customized and integrated storage details
and doing so especially in the bathroom space. For example, instead of
purchasing a low-cost shampoo caddie for the shower; recessed, integrated
niches and cubbies are being carved into the shower or bathtub tile wall design.
Or a built in, integrated ledge behind the vanity or above the toilet with a custom
mitered detail (that is water resistant) for clean custom look is added. Other
special touches are integrated lighting that runs up the full length of shower for
a pop of lighting around the carved cubbies.

https://www.jamiebanfield.ca/portfolio


MARVEL STREET PROJECT - BY JAMIE BANFIELD
DESIGN

BOLD PERSONALITY

We when think of personality we think of colours and what better placed than a
small bathroom or powder room to add colour. And springtime is especially the
season of the year where we all start thinking more of colours to brighten up
and outshine a dreary, dark winter season.

When working with a small space, you can either go big or go home! So, add a
splash of personality into your bathroom space with vibrant large-scale patterns
or splashes of colour. And don’t be scared or too shy to take an even further
design leap by mixing these vibrant patterns and textures in a collage of eye-
catching visual effect as this is one space where you can have some fun by
adding some personality and drama.

Creating a home design and bathroom design should not only be fun, but it
should reflect your personality. So, let’s tell your guests who you really are!

https://www.jamiebanfield.ca/portfolio


CAMBIE VILLAGE PROJECT - BY JAMIE BANFIELD
DESIGN

https://www.jamiebanfield.ca/portfolio


SHERWOOD LANE PROJECT - BY JAMIE BANFIELD
DESIGN

Bold colours can sometimes add a date stamp on your bathroom design, and
possibly make this space feel dated overtime. So, texture, texture and more
texture is your friend not your foe to incorporating personality into your
bathroom design. So, be bold in your design approach and mix and match
textures such as, woods, metals, plasters, and bold wallpapers.

Or add a vibrant stone slab, large format and moving wallpaper, dramatic
ceiling colour, or add a bold veining tile extending from the walnut vanity. All of
these elements not only splash your bathroom with personality, but also adds
warmth, movement, and eleganc

https://www.jamiebanfield.ca/portfolio


240TH AVENUE PROJECT - BY JAMIE BANFIELD DESIGN

And if you are limited on the time and budget you want to invest into your
bathroom design or renovation; a great pro tip for a quick and cost-effective way
to add some personality is to just paint the ceiling and the interior walls a
dramatic, moody colour. And add some low-cost spring touches such as a
small plant or flowers or décor with spring colour themes.

CONCLUSION

The spring season is the time of year where we can all get energized and
revitalized by the coming of warmer weather, nature blooming with flowers and
trees and increased opportunities to leave the house more often to enjoy
outdoor activities and events. And with this excitement of the blooming of
spring, our bathroom spaces can also be reenergized and revitalized with
spring colours, textures and design touches bringing some spring season
splashes into our living space.

Here are some other great articles on ‘spring’ inspired bathroom design

https://www.jamiebanfield.ca/portfolio


themes!

1) Daily Dream Home article. 
2) HouseToDecor.com article.

What else is happening in the SIDLER world?

SIDLER MIRRORED CABINETS AROUND THE WORLD

AN EXCITING NEW CHANGE FOR SIDLER!

NEW DEALER PORTAL COMING TO OUR WEBSITE!

We announced in 2021, the dealer portal on SIDLER'S website will be going
through a change in the interface and content available to all of our sales
representatives and showrooms.

And now in 2022, our "Dealer Login Portal" will finally be undergoing a facelift
where we will be adding new categories and subcategories including, more
resource materials, product line information, spec sheets and also, sales
support/marketing materials!

The other additional changes will be an improved user interface and navigation
where the user interface will have a much more polished look and a more user
friendly, and interactive functionality!

https://www.dailydreamdecor.com/2018/03/8-dreamy-bathroom-ideas-need-spring-home.html
https://housetodecor.com/2021/20-dreamy-bathroom-ideas-that-will-feel-like-spring/
https://www.sidler-international.com/
https://www.sidler-international.com/login/


IMAGE OF CURRENT DEALER PORTAL INTERFACE ON SIDLER WEBSITE

As you await these new and additional changes coming with an improved user
interface and navigation of the 'Dealer Login Portal', we encourage everyone to
sign up for your user account and start using the portal now. The portal
contains important content that is useful for your business to boost SIDLER
brand awareness and sales.

STAY TUNED for further details about the improved Dealer Login Portal
and the date of completion announcement!

SIDLER WELCOMES A NEW ADDITION TO THE TEAM!

https://www.sidler-international.com/login/
https://www.sidler-international.com/login/


KIRK SAVAGE, OPERATIONS AND
FREIGHT FLOW ASSOCIATE AT SIDLER

SIDLER WANTS TO INTRODUCE YOU ALL TO OUR NEW OPERATIONS
AND FREIGHT FLOW ASSOCIATE!

Kirk Savage as SIDLER®’s Operations and Freight Flow Associate strives to
provide quality, efficient product delivery of the SIDLER® Mirrored Cabinet
collection to our customers.

Kirk’s 14+ years of experience in the manufacturing and production industry is
a valuable asset in the processing, packaging and delivery of SIDLER®’s
products in the warehouse and assembly line. His role and directive is to
execute on-time and quality delivery of SIDLER®” Mirrored Cabinets to
consumers.

Additionally, Kirk’s has a background where he possesses the detailed
technical expertise to adhere to and implement the high quality standards
SIDLER® is known for, and requires in the assembly and delivery of their
product line.

PLEASE WELCOME KIRK TO THE SIDLER TEAM!

MARCH 2022 NEWSLETTER, SWISS CANADIAN CHAMBER OF
COMMERCE – FEATURING SIDLER 2022 BATHROOM DESIGN

TRENDS BLOG!

https://www.sidler-international.com/sidler-team/


SIDLER’S INSIGHTS ON THE 2022 BATHROOM DESIGN TRENDS
FEATURED IN SWISS CANADIAN CHAMBER OF COMMERCE’S MARCH
2022 NEWSLETTER!

SIDLER is a Swiss company where our mirrored cabinets are manufactured in
Switzerland, and we are proud to have our content in the Swiss Canadian
Chamber of Commerce’s newsletter.

CHECK OUT OUR PREDICTIONS ON THE 2022 BATHROOM DESIGN
TRENDS IN THE SCCC NEWSLETTER HERE!

SIDLER also, wants to give a special thank you to Jamie Banfield Design for
their insights in our 2022 bathroom design trends blog.

FUTHER UPDATES ON THE BRAND NEW SWISS OFFICE AND
FACTORY! FOLLOW ALONG TO SEE THE PROGRESS!!!

https://www.sidler-international.com/bathroom-design-trends-for-2022-what-are-they/
https://www.swisscanadianchamber.com/
https://myemail.constantcontact.com/Newsletter--March-31--2022.html?soid=1110817110522&aid=PWq5neME0lY


DEMOLITION TO BUILD NEW
SWISS OFFICE AND FACTORY,
SWITZERLAND

We are excited to share some news! We are building a brand new office and
factory at our European head office location in Switzerland!!

STEP ONE? The excavation!

Check out the video on our SIDLER YouTube channel here!

PLEASE FOLLOW ALONG TO SEE THE PROGRESS OF OUR NEW SWISS
OFFICE AND FACTORY! STAY TUNED!!

WE ARE PROUD TO ANNOUNCE WE HAVE AN APRIL
2022 WINNER OF THE $50 CASH PRIZE FOR POSTING

A HOUZZ REVIEW!

https://www.youtube.com/shorts/xfdPWbd9Lq8
https://www.youtube.com/shorts/xfdPWbd9Lq8


YOU CAN ALSO WIN A $50 CASH PRIZE!

ENTER A PRIZE DRAW!

HOW? PLEASE SEE THE DETAILS BELOW!

==========

PLEASE POST A REVIEW ABOUT SIDLER ON HOUZZ!

Please visit our HOUZZ page and post a review. The more reviews, the more
everyone can find out about SIDLER!

https://www.houzz.com/pro/mirrorcabinets/sidler

ONCE YOU POST A REVIEW YOUR NAME WILL BE ENTERED
INTO A PRIZE DRAW TO WIN A $50 CASH PRIZE!!

THE DRAW ENDS ON MAY 31, 2022

https://www.sidler-international.com/
https://www.sidler-international.com/collections/quadro-mirrored-medicine-cabinet/
https://www.houzz.com/pro/mirrorcabinets/sidler
https://www.houzz.com/pro/mirrorcabinets/sidler


*Only ONE winner will be eligible for this prize.

SIDLER'S COMEDY CABINET

This is a feature of our newsletter where we will share a joke or pun or an
image gif with you! We invite everyone to share your jokes/puns and images
with us!

PLEASE TALK BEHIND OUR BACKS AND GOSSIP
ABOUT SIDLER!



FOLLOW SIDLER AND TALK ABOUT US!

Just a friendly reminder to follow us, comment, share your
experience on any of our social media feeds. Please share with

your business partners, clients, colleagues and friends!

Click on any of the icons below!

VIISIT OUR WEBSITE OR SUBSCRIBE TO OUR NEWSLETTER!

Written by, Sally Mark 
Marketing and Communications Director 
SIDLER International Ltd.
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